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Universal Opportunities and 

Challenges of 

Internal Auditing in the 

Banking Industry



11.5% Asset Expansion 
(PHP15.5 trillion, end-December 2017) 

Positive Performance of the 

Philippine Banking System



19%   UKBs Loan Expansion
(end-December 2017)

11.4% Increase in Deposits 
(PHP9.2 trillion, end-December 2017) 



1.7%   Non-performing loans ratio

15.0% Capital Adequacy Ratio

(end-September 2017 on solo basis) 

Source: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’ Report on Economic and 

Financial Developments Q4 2017



6,080 BSP Supervised/Regulated Institutions

21 UBs/ 22 KBs/ 462 RBs/ 25 Coop Banks

Source: Supervisory Data Center, Supervision and Examination Sector of the Bangko

Sentral ng Pilipinas (as of 10 April 2018)
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About The IIA Research 

Foundation

CBOK is administered through The IIA Research 

Foundation (IIARF), which has provided groundbreaking 

research for the internal audit profession for the past four 

decades. Through initiatives that explore current issues, 

emerging trends, and future needs, The IIARF has been a 

driving force behind the evolution and advancement of the 

profession.

For more information, visit:

www.theiia.org/Research



CBOK 2015 Practitioner Study
• CBOK is the Global Internal Audit Common Body of

Knowledge:

– The global practitioner survey is the largest ongoing

study of internal audit professionals in the world.

– More than 25 free reports about practitioners and the

profession will be released from July 2015 to July

2016.

– Download free reports from the CBOK Resource

Exchange at The IIA website at any time

(www.theiia.org/goto/CBOK).



CBOK 2015 Practitioner Survey
• Practitioner Survey Results

– Survey completed April 1, 2015

– 14,518 usable survey responses

• Participation Levels

– 100% representation from IIA institutes

– Responses from 166 countries

– 23 languages



CBOK 2015 Practitioner Study



CBOK 2015 Practitioner Study

Age was obtained from 12,780 respondents; Organization Type was obtained from 13,032 

respondents; Gender was obtained from 14,357 respondents; Staff Level was obtained from 

12,716 respondents.



Six Key Challenges Facing 

Internal Auditors at Financial 

Institutions

1. Regulatory Challenges for

Financial Services Internal

Auditors

2. Crowded Audit and Risk

Committee Agendas

3. Challenges Due to Elevation of

Internal Audit

4. Increased Technology Risks

5. Three Lines of Defense

6. Internal Audit Resources



Regulatory Challenges

• Compliance/regulatory and

operational risks were top

risk areas CAEs intend to

focus on in 2015 and

comprise highest % of 2015

audit plan.



Regulatory Challenges

• New regulatory agencies have been

created.





Regulatory Challenges

• Laws/regulations have been enacted

with ever-increasing volume and

frequency (“regulation by

enforcement”).









Regulatory Challenges

• Record penalties

• More focus on compliance issues by internal audit

“Wall Street banks and 

their foreign rivals have 

paid out $100 billion in U.S. 

legal settlements since the 

financial crisis…” –
FinancialTimes.com, 3/25/14

“Due to scrutiny of banks, 

regulators are increasing 

their reliance on internal 

audit and hence many 

banks are considering 

creating specific audit 

teams to concentrate only 

on regulator requests.” –
Jenitha John, CAE, FirstRand, 

South Africa



Crowded Audit and Risk Committee Agendas

• Agendas are expanding.

• Shareholder and investor

expectations continue to

grow.

• Regulatory expectations

show no signs of

diminishing.

• Boards rely on audit/risk

committees to help

satisfy fiduciary

responsibilities and

provide some protection

against lawsuits and

regulatory actions.



Challenges Due to Elevation of IA
• Good news: IA is increasingly elevated in stature

and recognition

– Increased weight and importance assigned to audit

recommendations

– More interaction with executives and board members

– First-hand knowledge of and input to strategic initiatives

• Bad news: IA is increasingly elevated in stature and

recognition—be careful what you ask for!

– Expectations of management, directors, regulators and

external auditors have raised the bar

– Stakeholders are often at odds, resulting in inconsistent

expectations

– Compliance with IIA Standards is no longer enough

– More assistance provided to external auditors and regulators

– Regulatory expectation for IA to “challenge” management

69% of 

financial 

services 

internal 

auditors 

report to the 

audit 

committee; 

54% across 

all industries



Increased Technology Risks
• Technological capabilities are growing faster than organizations can

digest, interpret, assess, and control.





• Today’s bank robbers come armed with technology

instead of guns  24/7/365 from anywhere.



Increased Technology Risks
• Internal auditors in financial sector have much higher levels of activity

for general IT risks.



Increased Technology Risks
• Heavily publicized data breaches increase reputation risk—a matter of

“when” you are breached, not “if” you are breached.

• Financial sector sees risk of data breach as more extensive than other

sectors (43% vs. 34%).



Increased Technology Risks

• Big data must be stored, managed, and protected.

• Connectedness—controlling access is no longer

limited to locking down workstations.

• Having internal expertise on staff to address ever-

changing technology risks is challenging.



Three Lines of Defense



Three Lines of Defense

• 78% of financial sector worldwide follow model.



Three Lines of Defense
• All lines should exist—

strongest when separate

and clearly defined.

• When blended approach

exists, apply safeguards:

• Report to AC directly.

• Communicate and

document potential

risks of combining

lines.

• Consider an executive

to whom all internal

assurance groups

report directly.



Internal Audit Resources Challenges

• Knowledge expectations are broader for IA today:

▪ Technology

▪ Business Ops,

▪ Financial Services

▪ Communications

▪ Regulatory Compliance

▪ Cybersecurity Privacy

▪ Vendor Management

▪ Business Continuity

▪ Legal Matters

▪ Quantitative Analysis…



Internal Audit Resources Challenges

• Unemployment numbers for auditors and accountants in North

America are at an all-time low.

• Fewer students are electing degrees in accounting.

• Generational differences:

– Work and life balance considerations rate higher for younger generations.

– Flexible work schedules and more generous leave time are becoming more

common.

• Rotational CAE approach, while providing benefits, may result in

continuity and/or independence issues.



Internal Audit Resources

“In light of financial 

services audit 

functions’ need to 

evolve their focus from 

financial risks to more 

operational risks, the 

backgrounds of those 

we are recruiting are 

also evolving…” –Mark

Howard, SVP and CAE, 

USAA, San Antonio, TX



Summary

• Times are more challenging than ever

• Workloads have expanded

• Elevated roles have led to heightened

expectations

• Technology is expanding quickly

• New defense models

• Staffing challenges



Key Take Aways

Internal auditors who step up and effectively address the 
challenges can demonstrate their positive contributions. 

They will:

• Be recognized as effective leaders and continue to
elevate their stature and reputation in the workplace

• Likely get additional challenges as their role continues
to grow in importance

To Be Successful: Strive for improvement through 
innovative techniques and practices, professionalism, 
continual development, and dedication to the profession.



Thank you! 


